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WAYPOINT NAVIGATOR

BACKGROUND

[00013 Navigation is broadly defined as the process of assisting movement

between a starting position and a destination. Navigation includes the movement of

vehicles (e.g., land-based, air-based, and water-based vehicles) and pedestrians.

Early navigation relied on the stars (e.g., the North Star) and other natural

landmarks. Even today, people may use natural and/or man-made landmarks to

navigate (e.g., "go toward the mountains" or "go past the gas station on your left").

Instruments (e.g., the compass) have long been used to assist in navigation. More

recently, the development of global positioning system (GPS) devices, and even map

applications available on most newer mobile devices (e.g., smart phones and

tablets), have made it easier to navigate.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] Figure 1 is a high-level block diagram of an example networked computer

system which may be implemented for waypoint navigation.

[0003] Figure 2 shows an example architecture of machine readable instructions,

which may be executed by a waypoint navigator.

[0004] Figure 3 is an illustration showing an example of waypoint navigation.

[0005] Figures 4A-C are example interfaces illustrating output based on context

during waypoint navigation.

[0006] Figures 5A-B are example interfaces illustrating waypoint navigation

between multiple waypoints.

[0007] Figure 6 is an example interface illustrating input and output for waypoint

navigation.

[0008] Figure 7 is a high-level illustration showing an example of waypoint

navigation to locate a person.

[0009] Figure 8 is a high-level illustration showing an example of waypoint

navigation to identify a preferred path.

[00103 Figure 9 is a high-level illustration showing an example of waypoint

navigation at a retail location.



[0011] Figures 10-11 are flowcha example operations which may

implement waypoint navigation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] Mapping applications rely on the user manually inputting an address

and/or signal-based technology (e.g., radio frequency (RF), wide area network

(WiFi), or GPS) to locate a user's mobile device, and hence the proximity of the user.

This position can then be used to display a map of the user's vicinity. The map may

include a highlighted route to the desired destination. However, it is natural for the

user to follow the map by staring at the map displayed on the user's mobile device

while moving (e.g., walk, drive, bike, or otherwise), and can result in the user

bumping into other people or objects.

[0013] A waypoint navigator and method is disclosed. An example waypoint

navigator and method can be used independent of existing location technology (e.g.,

without need for a GPS, RF, WiFi, or other signal). As such, the user can still

navigate using the waypoint navigator and method even when other location

technologies are not available. For example, the waypoint navigator and method can

still be used inside facilities even without access to a GPS signal. Likewise, the

waypoint navigator and method can still be used when moving between areas not

covered by shorter range RF and WiFi networks. In addition, the user does not have

to continually look at the display on his or her mobile device while moving between

points. In an example, the user is even discouraged from looking at their display

while moving.

[00143 An example waypoint navigator method includes identifying a local

waypoint using image recognition on an image of the local waypoint displayed on a

mobile device. The example method also includes overlaying on the image of the

local waypoint, a visual direction to a remote waypoint based on identifying the local

waypoint. in an example, the visual direction is a vector (a direction and a magnitude

or distance). In an example, a visual indicator of the remote waypoint is overlaid on

the image of the local waypoint, along with the visual direction to the remote

waypoint. The visual direction is based on context of the image of the local waypoint.

The example method also includes updating the visual direction based on changes

in the context of the image of the local waypoint.



[0015] An example of the waypoin mplemented on a device having

program code stored on a non-transitory computer-readable medium and executable

by a processing. The example waypoint navigator includes image recognition

program code to identify a local waypoint in an image. The example waypoint

navigator also includes rendering program code to overlay a visual direction to a

remote way point on an image of the local waypoint based on context of the local

way point in the image, and updating the visual direction based on changes in the

context of the local way point in the image.

[0016] An example of the waypoint navigator is a system including program code

stored on a non-transitory computer-readable medium. The program code is

executable by a processor to identify a local waypoint in an image. The program

code is also executable to render a visual direction to a remote way point on an

image of the local waypoint based on context of the local way point in the image. The

program code is further executable to update the visual direction based on changes

in the context of the local way point in the image.

[0017] The waypoint navigator may be implemented for multiple waypoints along

a path. For example, the waypoint navigator may dynamically determine at least one

waypoint of interest (e.g., "points of interest") en-route to a target waypoint based on

user input and/or preferences. By way of illustration, a user may be selecting artwork

waypoints of a particular genre at an art museum. Accordingly, the waypoint

navigator may suggest other waypoints for the user to visit along the path toward the

selected target waypoint.

[0018] in addition, the waypoint navigator may display at least one route option.

To illustrate, the waypoint navigator may enable the user to select from a menu of

dining options between waypoints. As another illustration, the waypoint navigator

may enable the user to select a target waypoint (e.g., airport terminal) from various

icons shown on the display (e.g., further including dining, restrooms, baggage, and

ground transportation). Still other examples are contemplated.

[0019] In an example, the visual direction to the remote waypoint may be

removed from the display as the user moves between the local waypoint and the

remote waypoint. As such, the user is less likely to continue looking at the device,

and instead focus on the physical surroundings where he or she is moving. In an

example, the user may request to re-display the visual direction to the remote



waypoint when the user is between th t and the remote waypoint, e.g.,

as a reminder.

[0020] In an example, an indicator may be displayed as part of, or in addition to,

the visual direction. The indicator may indicate to the user at least one condition

between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint. As an example, the indicator

may be a color of the visual direction. To illustrate, a red arrow may indicate a long

distance, a yellow arrow may indicate a medium distance, and a green arrow may

indicate a short distance. The definition of "long," "medium," and "short" may be

predefined (e.g., based on generally accepted standards for the mode of

transportation) and/or defined based on user input (e.g., user age or what the user

considers to be a long, medium, and short distance). The indicator may be any

suitable output, including for example a symbol (e.g., a graphical icon of the sun to

indicate at least part of the route is outdoors).

[0021] In an example, the waypoint navigator implements dynamic routing. The

term "dynamic routing" is used herein to include receiving input at the device of at

least one condition to include and/or exclude between the local waypoint and the

remote waypoint. Examples of conditions include but are not limited to, avoid stairs,

use handicap accessible paths.

[0022] Before continuing, it is noted that as used herein, the terms "includes" and

"including" mean, but is not limited to, "includes" or "including" and "includes at least"

or "including at least." The term "based on" means "based on" and "based at least in

part on."

[0023] Figure 1 is a high-level block diagram of an example networked computer

system which may be implemented for waypoint navigation. System 100 may be

implemented with any of a wide variety of computing devices, such as the mobile

phone 110 shown in the drawing. Other example computing devices may include, but

are not limited to, tablet devices and appliances (e.g., so-called "smart" watches or

"smart" glasses), to name only a few examples. Of course, any suitable computing

device may be utilized, such as a laptop computer, although it will be understood that

the waypoint navigator described herein may have greater applicability to mobile

devices due to the nature of navigation. Mobile devices may be handheld (e.g., the

mobile phone 110) or mounted to a vehicle (e.g., an in-vehicle navigation system).

[0024] The computing device (e.g., mobile device 110) may include memory,

storage, and a degree of data processing capability at least sufficient to execute the



program code 115 to implement the w tor described herein. It is noted

that the program code 115 may be a stand-alone application (e.g., a so-called "app"

for a mobile phone) and/or may be at least partly integrated with program code

executing remotely (e.g., on host system 130).

[0025] The computing device (e.g., mobile device 110) may also include sufficient

processing capability to manage a communications connection either directly with

one another or indirectly (e.g., via network 120). It is noted, however, that the

communications connection need not be a full-time connection, and the computing

devices may execute the program code 115 described herein to implement the

waypoint navigator as a stand-alone application.

[0026] In an example, the computing device (e.g., mobile device 110) may

connect via the network 120 to the host system 130 providing a navigation and/or

navigation-extended service implemented as program code 132 stored on a

computer-readable medium 134 and executed by a host computer 136 (e.g., a

server computer). The service may be accessed by a user 101 of mobile device 110

via the network 120. For purposes of illustration, the service may include an updating

service to provide the mobile device 110 with program code updates and/or updates

to the waypoints (e.g., when a waypoint is added, changed, or removed). For

purposes of illustration, the service may also provide so-called "extended" services,

for example, wherein the user's location is correlated to other user locations as

described more fully below, or various user options descnbed more fully below. For

purposes of illustration, the service may also be implemented as a dynamic service

to dynamically (or "on-the-go") provide the user with relevant waypoints (e.g.,

waypoints for a particular retail establishment when the user is in the vicinity of the

retail location). In an example, the service may also provide the user with pre¬

selected waypoints (e.g., a guided tour that the user has selected in advance of

visiting a city such as the historic parts of Boston).

[0027] The mobile device 110 and/or the host system 130 may access at least

one remote source of data (not shown). That is, the source may be physically

distributed in the network and operatively associated with the mobile device 110

and/or the host system 130. The source may include any data. For example, the

source may include databases for gathering information from the user(s) and/or

providing information to the user(s). The data may include metadata (i.e., data about

data) such as, but not limited to, a user's location and/or other users' locations (e.g.,



at a particular time), and user (e.g., the use of handicap

routes/facilities). Appropriate permissions and protections may be put in place for

data gathering, processing, and distribution. This information may be utilized to

enhance the service(s) offered to the user 101. There is no limit to the type or

amount of content that may be provided by the source. In addition, the content may

include unprocessed or "raw" data, or the content may undergo at least some level of

processing.

[0028] Program code may be executed by any suitable computing device(s) to

implement the waypoint navigator described herein. Program code to implement

features of the system can be better understood with reference to Figure 2 and the

following discussion of various example functions. However, the operations

described herein are not limited to any specific implementation with any particular

type of program code.

[0029] Figure 2 shows example architecture 200 of machine readable

instructions, which may be executed as program code by a waypoint navigator. In an

example, the program code may be implemented software and/or firmware. The

machine-readable instructions may be stored on a non-transient computer readable

medium and are executable by one or more processor to perform the operations

described herein. It is noted, however, that the components shown in Figure 2 are

provided only for purposes of illustration of an example operating environment, and

are not intended to limit implementation to any particular design.

[0030] In an example, the program code 115 may reside on a computing device

(e.g., mobile device 110 in Figure 1) and executes the function of the architecture

200 of machine readable instructions as self-contained modules. These modules can

be integrated within a self-standing tool or "app," and/or may be implemented as

agents that run on top of an existing application.

[0031] The program code 115 may receive input 210 via input interface 220. In an

example, the program code 115 may receive an image 212 via a camera on the

mobile device 110. The image may be a live" image (e.g., in preview mode) or a

captured image. The image may include at least one view of a waypoint (e.g., a sign

or other object) that the user 101 is at or near. The program code 115 may also

receive other user input 214. Examples of user input 214 include but are not limited

to the name of another waypoint (e.g., the next waypoint, or a target or destination

waypoint), a category of waypoints (e.g., local dining), and/or various user



preference(s). The program code 115 eiver other input 216 (e.g., non-

user input). Examples of other input 216 include but are not limited to a user location

(e.g., determined via GPS or other locator), user history, and input from other users.

[0032] The program code 115 may include data processing modules 230. Data

processing modules 230 may include an image recognition module 232 to process

the image 212 and identify a local waypoint in the image 212. In an example, a more

granular technique may be implemented to improve processing speed and to

recognize a waypoint in the image without having to obtain an exact match. Such an

implementation may also help improve recognition of waypoints in various lighting,

from various angles, and during different seasons. However, the waypoint navigator

described herein is not limited to use with any particular type of image recognition

techniques.

[0033] Data processing modules 230 may also include a waypoint correlation

module 234 to correlate the waypoint recognized in the image 212 with an

orientation of the user based on context of the image. For example, the waypoint

correlation module may recognize that the user is facing the waypoint facing south.

This enables the program code 115 to give directions based on the orientation of the

user (e.g., by pointing the user to left as opposed to pointing the user to the right rf

the user were facing north).

[0034] Data processing modules 230 may also include a context update module

236 to update directions provided to the user based on context of the waypoint

recognized in the image 212. This enables the program code 115 to update the

directions based on the orientation of the user if the user moves (e.g., by pointing the

user to right instead of to the left when the user has turned from facing south to

pointing north), as determined by the context of the waypoint recognized in the

image 212. This is an example of updating for "local" context. Waypoint correlation

and updating based on local context will be explained in more detail below with

reference to Figures 4A-C.

[0035] Data processing modules 230 may also include a route planner module

238 to plan a route and determine waypoint(s) along that route. Route planner

module 238 may take into consideration any of a variety of factors to identify the

appropriate route. For example, the route planner module 238 may base the route on

time of day, user preferences (e.g., to avoid stairs), where other users are, guide the

user to other waypoints that may be of interest, to name only a few examples. These



are examples of "remote" context, the e 115 may update the directions

based on changes of a remote waypoint, destination waypoint, and/or changes in

route conditions (e.g., congestion). Waypoint correlation and updating based on

remote context (e.g., dynamic routing) will be explained in more detail below with

reference to Figure 8.

[0036] The program code 115 may also include a rendering engine 240 to overlay

a visual direction to a remote way point on the image 212 of the local waypoint. As

described above, the visual direction may be overlaid based on context of the local

way point in the image (e.g., to point right if the user is facing north, or to point left if

the user is facing south). The rendering engine 240 may also update the visual

direction based on changes in the context of the local way point in the image (e.g., if

the user changes position from facing north to facing south).

[0037] ^ a" example, the program code 115 includes an output interface 250 to

generate output 260 for the user. In an example, the output includes the rendered

image 262. The rendered image may include the visual direction (e.g., at least one of

an arrow and a distance, or a vector) and/or an image of the remote waypoint

overlaid on the image 212 of the current waypoint. Output may also include, but is

not limited to other output 264 such as audio output, user recommendations, a

warning to the user to watch his or her physical surroundings and not stare at the

device display while moving, to name only a few examples.

[0038] The program code 115 may be implemented (in a stand-alone mode

and/or in conjunction with other program code such as program code 132 described

above with reference to Figure 1). In addition to the module functions described

above, program code 115 may be executed to deliver a wide variety of user

experiences.

[0039] By way of illustration, the waypoint navigator may further display, along

with the visual direction, an indicator of at least one condition between the local

waypoint and the remote waypoint. In an example, the indicator of at least one

condition may include color (e.g., a green, yellow, or red arrow) and/or symbol (e.g.,

a graphic icon of the sun indicating travel between waypoints will be outdoors).

[0040] In an example, the waypoint navigator may further dynamically determine

at least one waypoint of interest en-route to a target waypoint based on user

preferences. For example, the waypoint navigator may determine that the user has

just had dinner, and suggest a waypoint offering dessert. The program code may be



further executable to display at least o n, such as the question (or icon)

"Do you want dessert?".

[0041] In an example, the waypoint navigator may further implement dynamic

routing, including receiving input at the device of at least one condition to include

and/or exclude, between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint. For example,

the user may request a route including an elevator. For example, the user may

request a route excluding stairs.

[0042] Figure 3 is a high-level illustration 300 showing an example of waypoint

navigation. In this illustration, the user 101 desires to navigate from starting position

(local waypoint A) via a waypoint B to a target or destination (waypoint C). In this

example, waypoint B and waypoint C may be referred to as remote waypoints (i.e.,

separate and distinct in location from local waypoint A) when the user is at waypoint

A. When the user moves to waypoint B, then waypoint B becomes the "local

waypoint" and waypoint C is the remote waypoint. If the user returns to waypoint A ,

then waypoint A may also be considered a remote waypoint.

[0043] The user may use the mobile device 110 to capture an image of the local

waypoint A. The waypoint may be a building, a statue, or a painting in a museum.

The waypoint may be a physical object and/or an image (e.g., a sticker with a

graphic adhered to a post or sign). It is noted that the waypoint may be any suitable

marker. However, a stationary or at least mostly stationary (e.g., unlikely to be

moved) marker may be desirable for consistency. It is noted that a marker may be

inappropriate in one situation and appropriate in another situation. An example of

such situation-based markers is the use of a vehicle as a marker. A car parked on

the street that is likely to be moved when the owner comes out of the local

establishment he or she is visiting would not provide a desirable long-term waypoint.

However, a car parked in an automobile museum may serve as a good marker for a

waypoint. In an example, the waypoint navigator may operate with moving

waypoints, wherein the waypoint navigator receives real-time (or substantially real¬

time) data for a waypoint.

[0044] The waypoint navigator may process the image of the waypoint to identify

the location and orientation of the user 101. For example, the waypoint navigator

may identify a local waypoint using image recognition on the image of the local

waypoint captured (and/or displayed) on the mobile device 110. The waypoint

navigator may also determine orientation of the user relative to the local waypoint



based on view of the local waypoint front, back, left side, right side,

top, bottom). The waypoint navigator may then overlay a visual direction to a remote

waypoint (e.g., waypoint B in Figure 3) on the image of the local waypoint displayed

on the mobile device 110.

[0045] An example will be discussed below with reference to the illustration in

Figures 5A-B. For now, it is sufficient to understand that when the user 101 reaches

waypoint B, the user may repeat the process for directions to waypoint C. This

process may be repeated as often as the user desires. For example, the user may

use the waypoint navigator to move between two points, or between many points.

[0046] In an example, the visual direction overlaid on the display of the mobile

device 110 is based on context of the image of the local waypoint. For example, if the

user is facing north, then the direction may include an arrow pointing straight ahead.

If the user is facing west, then the direction may include an arrow pointing to the

right. That is, the waypoint navigator may update the visual direction displayed for

the user based on changes in the context of the image of the local waypoint as

described in more detail below with reference to Figures 4A-C.

[0047] Figures 4A-C are example interfaces 410-430 illustrating output based on

context during waypoint navigation. Figures 4A-C show output which may be

generated in response to the user (e.g. user 101 in Figures 1 and 3) facing a marker

or waypoint 420 from different orientations. The waypoint 420 is illustrated as being a

train car, which may remain in a relatively fixed position at an outdoor railroad

museum. For purposes of this illustration, the user is requesting directions to a

restroom. In Figures 4A-C, the output is shown as it may be rendered on a display

400 of the mobile device 110.

[0048] In Figure 4A, the user is facing a front side of the waypoint 420, as can be

determined by the context. In this example, the sign 425 provides context for the

waypoint 420. Other indicators may also be used to provide context. For example,

the wording ACME appearing on one side of the railroad car (as shown in Figure 4B)

but not on the opposite side (not shown). In an example, the wording may appear at

different relative locations on the different sides of the cars (e.g., as shown in Figures

4A and 4C). In an example where the sides are the same or similar (e.g., there are

no distinguishing markings or other context that can be utilized), then logos may be

affixed to the waypoint.



[0049] The waypoint navigator dete restrooms are 75 meters (m) to

the right of the user, and these directions are overlaid on the image of the waypoint

420 as a visual direction 412 to the next waypoint. In an exampie, the visual direction

412 may include a vector 414 (i.e., a directional arrow with a magnitude of 75m). The

visual direction 412 may also include a representation 415 (e.g., graphical or photo

image) of the next waypoint. In this example, the representation 415 is a sign outside

the restrooms.

[0050] In an example, the visual direction is based on context of the image of the

local waypoint, and may be updated based on changes in the context of the image of

the local waypoint. By way of illustration, Figure 4B shows an image of the waypoint

420' as it may be viewed from the left side (note that the sign is not visible, thus

distinguishing between right and left sides). The waypoint navigator determine that

the restrooms are now 75m straight ahead of the user, and these directions are

overlaid on the image of the waypoint 420' as a visual direction 412' (e.g., including

vector 414' and representation 415') to the next waypoint.

[0051] By way of further illustration, Figure 4C shows an image of the waypoint

420" as it may be viewed from the back side (note that the sign 425" is visible to the

left of the train car, thus distinguishing between front and back sides). The waypoint

navigator determine that the restrooms are now 75m to the left of the user, and these

directions are overlaid on the image of the waypoint 420" as a visual direction 412"

(e.g., including vector 414" and representation 415") to the next waypoint.

[0052] Regardless of the user's orientation, the waypoint navigator are able to

accurately provide directions to the next waypoint. The user may now proceed to the

next waypoint, e.g., as illustrated with reference now to Figures 5A-B.

[0053] Figures 5A-B are example interfaces illustrating waypoint navigation

between multiple waypoints. In this illustration, the user desires to visit a restaurant.

The waypoint navigator may automatically suggest nearby restaurants to the user. In

an example, suggestions may be based on the user's location, ttme-of-day, and/or

habits (e.g., the user typically looks for a restaurant when getting off the bus at this

stop during the noon hour). In an example, the user may request directions to

restaurants (e.g., the closest restaurant, a type or category of restaurant, or a

particular restaurant establishment).

[0054] In this illustration, the user has disembarked from the bus and captures an

image of a sign 520 at the bus stop. The sign 520 is interpreted to be the waypoint.



Based on the user's destination (e.g above), the waypoint navigator

determine that the next waypoint 521 (e.g., a restaurant sign) en route to the

restaurant is 75m to the right of the user, and these directions are overlaid on the

image of the waypoint 520 as a visual direction 530 (e.g., including vector 531 and

representation 532) to the next waypoint.

[0055] In an example, aii or part of the visual direction 530 to the remote waypoint

may be removed from the display 400 as the user moves between the local waypoint

520 and the remote waypoint 521. As such, the user is less likely to continue looking

at the device 110, and instead focus on the physical surroundings where he or she is

moving. In an example, the user may request to re-display the visual direction 530 to

the remote waypoint when the user is between the local waypoint and the remote

waypoint, e.g., as a reminder of what the user is looking for.

[0056] When the user reaches the waypoint 521, the user may again capture an

image of the local waypoint 521. It is noted that in Figure 5A, the sign 520 is

considered the local waypoint and the sign 521 is considered the remote waypoint.

In Figure 5B, the sign 521 is considered the local waypoint, and building

representation 542 is considered the remote (or in this example, the "destination")

waypoint.

[00573 The waypoint navigator determine that the next waypoint 542 (e.g., the

restaurant building) is 15m to the left of the user, and these directions are overlaid on

the image of the waypoint 521 as a visual direction 540 (e.g., including vector 541

and representation 542) to the restaurant building. Although not described again with

reference to Figures 5A and 5B, it is noted that the waypoint navigator may use

context of the image of the waypoint(s) to determine directions.

[0058] Figure 6 is example interface illustrating input and output for waypoint

navigation. In an example, an indicator 610, 610' and/or 610" may be displayed as

part of, or in addition to, the visual direction. Although all three indicators 610, 610*

and 610" are shown in Figure 6 for purposes of illustration, it is noted that only one of

these may be shown at any given time, and the indicator (e.g., one of indicators 610,

610' and 610") may be overlaid on the image of the waypoint as illustrated in Figures

4A-C and 5A-B.

[0059] The indicator 610, 610' and/or 610" displayed on display 400 of device

110, may indicate to the user at least one condition between the local waypoint and

the remote waypoint. As an example, the indicator may be a color of the visual



direction. To illustrate, indicator 610 m ed arrow 611 to indicate a long

distance. Indicator 610' may include a yellow arrow 611' to indicate a medium

distance. Indicator 610" may include a green arrow 611" to indicate a short distance.

The color (or multiple colors) and/or other techniques may also designate other

characteristics of the route and/or destination.

[0060] It is noted that the arrows 611, 611 and 611" may also include a distance

(e.g., the arrows may be vectors). It is also noted that the definition of "long,"

"medium," and "short" may be predefined (e.g., based on generally accepted

standards for the mode of transportation) and/or defined based on user input (e.g.,

user age or what the user considers to be a long, medium, and short distance).

[0061] The indicator 610, 610' and/or 610" is not limited to colored arrows, and

may be any suitable output. For example, indicators 610, 610' and/or 610" are also

shown each including a symbol (e.g., a graphical icon). To illustrate, indicator 610

may include an umbrella icon 612 to indicate the user may get wet en route to

waypoint 615. Indicator 610' may include a stairs icon 612' to indicate the user may

have to traverse steps en route to waypoint 615. Indicator 610" may include a sun

icon 612" to indicate at least part of the route is outdoors. Other symbols may also

be used, and the waypoint navigator is not limited to these examples.

[0062] In addition, the waypoint navigator may display a route option for the user.

In an example, the waypoint navigator may enable the user to select from a menu of

target waypoints. By way of illustration, the user may select a waypoint by selecting

from various icons 620 shown on the display. An example which may be

implemented at an airport includes restrooms icon 621, dining icon 622, luggage icon

623, airport terminal icon 624, and ground transportation icon 625. In an example,

the waypoint navigator may enable the user to select route options 630, e.g., to

include and/or exclude from the path. By way of illustration, handicap accessible

route icon 631 , elevator icon 632, and stairs icon 633 are illustrated in Figure 6 . Still

other examples are contemplated.

[0063] Figure 7 is a high-level illustration 700 showing an example of waypoint

navigation to locate a person. In this illustration, the user 101 desires to find user 102

(e.g., a co-worker at a tradeshow or convention) and navigate over to user 102. The

user 101 may use the mobile device 110 to capture an image of the local waypoint A

(e.g., a booth or sign at the tradeshow or convention). The waypoint navigator may

process the image of the waypoint to identify the location and orientation of the user



101. For example, the waypoint nav entify a focal waypoint A using

image recognition on the image of the local waypoint A captured (and/or displayed)

on the mobile device 110.

[0064] The waypoint navigator may access a database of other users (e.g., user

102, who has granted permission to be identified in the system) to locate the mobile

device 112 of user 102. For example, the user 102 may have just received directions

to waypoint C. The waypoint navigator may then overlay a visual direction to

waypoint C on the image of the local waypoint (waypoint A) displayed on the mobile

device 110 of user 101. In an example, the waypoint navigator may direct both users

101 and 102 to a rendezvous waypoint (e.g., halfway between the two users).

[0065] Figure 8 is a high-level illustration 800 showing an example of waypoint

navigation to identify a preferred path. Figure 8 shows an example of a high-density

waypoint (waypoint C having users 103-105), which can indicate for example,

popularity of the waypoint, or a crowd to be avoided.

[0066] In the illustration where the user desires to locate the popular nightclub

(waypoint C), the user 101 may use the mobile device 110 to capture an image of the

local waypoint A (e.g., a sign outside the restaurant where the user 101 just ate

dinner). The waypoint navigator may process the image of the waypoint A to identify

the location and orientation of the user 101. For example, the waypoint navigator

may identify a local waypoint A using image recognition on the image of the local

waypoint A captured (and/or displayed) on the mobile device 110.

[0067] The waypoint navigator may access a database of other users (e.g., users

103-105, who have granted permission to be identified in the system) to locate

nightclub having the most mobile devices 113-115. For example, the users 113-115

may have just received directions to waypoint C, thus indicating their presence at

waypoint C. The waypoint navigator may then overlay a visual direction to waypoint

C on the image of the local waypoint (waypoint A) displayed on the mobile device

110 of user 101 .

[0068] In the illustration where the user desires to avoid a crowd (waypoint C),

such as a long line at an amusement park ride, the user 101 may use the mobile

device 110 to capture an image of the local waypoint A (e.g., a sign at the ride the

user just disembarked from). The waypoint navigator may process the image of the

waypoint A to identify the location and orientation of the user 101. For example, the



waypoint navigator may identify a loc using image recognition on the

image of the local waypoint A captured (and/or displayed) on the mobile device 110.

[0069] The waypoint navigator may access a database of other users (e.g., users

103-105, who have granted permission to be identified in the system) to identify a

long line based on the number of mobile devices 113-115 at waypoint C . For

example, the users 113-115 may have just received directions to waypoint C, thus

indicating their presence at waypoint C. A determination is made (e.g., by the user, or

a suggestion by the system) to instead visit waypoint D (via waypoint C to avoid the

crowd at waypoint C). The waypoint navigator may then overlay a visual direction to

waypoint D on the image of the local waypoint (waypoint A) displayed on the mobile

device 110 of user 101.

[0070] Still other examples for implementing the waypoint navigator will become

apparent to those having ordinary skill in the art after becoming familiar with the

teachings herein, and thus are also considered to be a part of the disclosure.

[0071] As another illustration, Figure 9 shows an example of waypoint navigation

at a retail location. In this illustration, the user 101 desires to find a product at the

retail establishment. The user 101 may use the mobile device 110 to capture an

image of the local waypoint A 1 (e.g., a graphic on the floor or an isle sign). The

waypoint navigator may process the image of the waypoint to identify the location

and orientation of the user 101. For example, the waypoint navigator may identify a

local waypoint A 1 using image recognition on the image of the local waypoint A 1

captured (and/or displayed) on the mobile device 110.

[0072] The waypoint navigator may access a database of products for sale at the

retailer location to locate the product for the user 101. The waypoint navigator may

then overlay a visual direction to the product on the image of the local waypoint

(waypoint A1) displayed on the mobile device 110 of user 101. For example,

directions may be rendered one waypoint at a time as the user moves via waypoint

A2 and n2. The final directions may explain to the user that the product can be found

in Isle n halfway between the sign or floor graphic "n2" and "nr. In an example, the

floor graphic may include an image of the type of product that can be located in that

isle (e.g., a hammer for a tool isle, or a plant for a garden isle).

[0073] Before continuing, it should be noted that the examples described above

are provided for purposes of illustration, and are not intended to be limiting. Other



devices and/or device configurations ed to carry out the operations

described herein.

[0074] Figures 10-11 are flowcharts illustrating example operations which may

implement waypoint navigation. The operations may be embodied as logic

instructions on one or more non-transient computer-readable medium. When

executed on a processor, the logic instructions cause a general purpose computing

device to be programmed as a special-purpose machine that implements the

described operations. In an example, the components and connections depicted in

the figures may be used.

[0075] With reference to Figure 10, operations 1000 illustrate an example method

of waypoint navigation. Operation 1010 includes identifying a local waypoint, for

example, using image recognition on an image of the local waypoint displayed on a

mobile device. Operation 1020 includes overlaying a visual direction to a remote

waypoint on the image of the local waypoint, based at least in part on identifying the

local waypoint. In an example, the visual direction is based on context of the image

of the local waypoint.

[0076] Operation 1030 includes determining whether there has been a change in

context of the image. Context may be used to identify the direction a user is facing,

for example as described above with reference to Figures 4A-C.

[0077] It is noted that change in context may include a change in local context

(e.g., the user orientation relative to the local waypoint), a change in remote context

(e.g., a different remote waypoint), and/or a change in route context (e.g., changing

conditions along the way such as congestion). Any change in context may be used to

force a recalculation by the waypoint navigator. It is noted that even if a waypoint is

moving, the motion may be considered a context change and in an example, is

recoverable if the waypoint navigator also has location and orientation information on

the target waypoint.

[0078] If the context has changed, then operation 1040 includes updating the

visual direction overlaid on the image based on the changes detected in the context

of the image. For example, instead of an arrow pointing to the left, the arrow may

now point to the right.

[0079] If the context has not changed, then operation 1050 includes displaying

the visual direction. In an example, the visual direction may be displayed for a

predetermined time. For example, the predetermined time may be a few seconds or



a minute or a few minutes, !n an exa etermined time is for a sufficient

duration that the user is able to mentally process the image and directions, but not

so long that the user is tempted to look at the display device instead of the physical

surroundings as the user moves from one waypoint to another waypoint. In an

example, the visual direction is only displayed so long as the mobile device does not

detect movement, and is removed from the display when the mobile device detects

movement. In another example, the visual direction may continue to be displayed,

e.g., until the user "swipes" the display and/or the user reaches another waypoint.

[0080] In an example, other techniques may be applied to discourage the user

from continuing to view the display while moving between waypoints. For example,

the display may dim. a message may be displayed for the user to watch the physical

surroundings, an audible message or sound may warn the user to watch the physical

surroundings. Still other examples are also contemplated to discourage the user

from continuing to view the display. The waypoint navigator is not limited to these

examples, and may continue to display all or some of the interface while the user

moves between waypoints, for example when there is little risk of the user viewing

the display while moving between waypoint (e.g., while riding a bus or as a

passenger giving the driver directions in a moving vehicle).

[00813 With reference to Figure 11, operations 1100 illustrate an example method

of waypoint navigation. Operation 1110 includes receiving input. Example input

includes an image 1112 of a waypoint the user is standing at or near. Example input

may also include user input 1114 (e.g., handicap accessible route preferences).

[0082] Operation 1120 includes identifying a local waypoint in the image 1112.

[00833 Operation 1130 includes identifying a remote waypoint. For example, the

remote waypoint may be selected through user input 1132 and/or other input 1134

(e.g., preselected as part of a guided tour).

[00843 Operation 1140 includes determining context. Determining context in

operation 1140 may be based on one or more of local, route, and/or remote context.

Context may include local context. For example, context may be used to identify the

direction a user is facing, as described above with reference to Figures 4A-C.

Context may include route context (e.g., avoiding crowds, or the user requesting a

handicap accessible route). Context may include remote context (e.g., context of a

remote or destination waypoint).



[0085] Operation 1150 includes d route. The route may include

intermediate waypoint(s) and/or a target waypoint. It is noted, however, that the

waypoint navigator may display the next waypoint for the user without displaying a

full mapping from point of origin to final destination.

[0086] Operation 1160 includes rendering a visual direction to the remote

waypoint based on context of the image. In an example, the visual direction may

include a vector (e.g., an arrow and distance) overlaid on the image. The remote

waypoint may also be displayed (e.g., as an image or graphical rendering) next to

the visual direction, as illustrated in Figures 5A-B.

[0087] The visual direction may be updated in operation 1170, and re-displayed in

operation 1160 (via return 1180) if the context changes (e.g., as illustrated in Figures

4A-C). Updating in operation 1170 may be based on changes to one or more of local,

route, and/or remote context.

[0088] The operations shown and described herein are provided to illustrate

example implementations. It is noted that the operations are not limited to the

ordering shown. Still other operations may also be implemented.

[0089] As shown and described herein, the operations may be implemented at

least in part using an end-user interface (e.g., graphical user and/or web-based

interface). In an example, the end-user is able to make predetermined selections,

and the operations described above are implemented on a back-end device to

present results to a user. The user can then make further selections. Various of the

operations described herein may be automated or partially automated.

[0090] it is noted that the examples shown and described are provided for

purposes of illustration and are not intended to be limiting. Still other examples are

also contemplated.



1. A waypoint navigator method, comprising:

identifying a local waypoint using image recognition on an image of the local

waypoint displayed on a mobile device;

overlaying on the image of the iocai waypoint, a visual direction to a remote

waypoint based on identifying the local waypoint, the visual direction based on

context; and

updating the visual direction based on changes in the context.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the context is at least one of local context,

route context, and remote context.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying the remote waypoint

along with the visual direction to the remote waypoint.

4. The method of claim 1, removing the visual direction to the remote waypoint

as a user moves between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein an image of the remote waypoint remains

displayed as a user moves between the Iocai waypoint and the remote waypoint.

6. The method of claim 4, redisplaying, on request of the user when the user is

between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint, the visual direction to the

remote waypoint.

7. A waypoint navigator implemented on a device having program code stored

on a non-transitory computer-readable medium and executable by a processor,

comprising:

image recognition program code to identify a local waypoint in an image; and

rendering program code to overlay a visual representation of a remote

waypoint and a visual direction to the remote waypoint on an image of the local

waypoint based on context.



8. The waypoint navigator of claim 7, further comprising displaying along with

the visual direction, an indicator of at least one of a characteristic of the remote

waypoint and a route to the remote waypoint.

9. The waypoint navigator of claim 8, wherein the indicator comprises at least

one of color and symbol.

10. The waypoint navigator of claim 7, further comprising dynamic routing

program code executable to receive input at the device of at least one condition to

include between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.

11. The waypoint navigator of claim 7, further comprising dynamic routing

program code executable to receive input at the device of at least one condition to

exclude between the iocai waypoint and the remote waypoint.

12. A waypoint navigator system, comprising:

program code stored on a non-transitory computer-readable medium, the

program code executable by a processor to:

identify a local waypoint in an image;

render a visual direction to a remote way point on an image of the local

waypoint based on the local way point in the image and context; and

update the visual direction based on changes in the context.

13. The waypoint navigator system of claim 12, wherein the program code is

further executable by the processor to identify the local waypoint in another image

and render another visual direction to a target way point.

14. The waypoint navigator system of claim 12, wherein the program code is

further executable by the processor to dynamically determine at least one waypoint

of interest en-route to a target waypoint based on user preferences.

15. The waypoint navigator system of claim 12, wherein the program code is

further executable by the processor to display at least one route option.



AMMENDEDCLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 27 April 2015 (27.04.2015)

1. A waypoint navigator method, comprising:

identifying a local waypoint using image recognition on a n image of the local

waypoint displayed on a mobile device;

overlaying on the image of the local waypoint, a visual direction to a remote

waypoint based on identifying the local waypoint, the visual direction based on

context;

updating the visual direction based on changes in the context; and

removing the visual direction to the remote waypoint as a user moves

between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the context is at least one of local

context, route context, and remote context.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying the remote

waypoint along with the visual direction to the remote waypoint.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein an image of the remote waypoint

remains displayed as the user moves between the local waypoint and the

remote waypoint.

6. The method of claim 1, redisplaying, on request of the user when the

user is between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint, the visual

direction to the remote waypoint.

7. A waypoint navigator implemented on a device having program code

stored on a non-transitory computer-readable medium and executable by a

processor, comprising:

image recognition program code to identify a local waypoint in an image; and



rendering program code to:

overlay a visual representation of a remote waypoint and a visual direction to

the remote waypoint on an image of the local waypoint based on context; and

remove the visual direction to the remote waypoint as a user moves between

the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.

8. The waypoint navigator of claim 7, further comprising displaying along

with the visual direction, an indicator of at least one of a characteristic of the

remote waypoint and a route to the remote waypoint.

9. The waypoint navigator of claim 8, wherein the indicator comprises at

least one of color and symbol.

10. The waypoint navigator of claim 7, further comprising dynamic routing

program code executable to receive input at the device of at least one

condition to include between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.

11. The waypoint navigator of claim 7, further comprising dynamic routing

program code executable to receive input at the device of at least one

condition to exclude between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.

1 . A waypoint navigator system, comprising:

program code stored on a non-transitory computer-readable medium, the

program code executable by a processor to:

identify a local waypoint in an image;

render a visual direction to a remote way point on an image of the local

waypoint based on the local way point in the image and context;

update the visual direction based on changes in the context; and

remove the visual direction to the remote waypoint as a user moves

between the local waypoint and the remote waypoint.



13. The waypoint navigator system of claim 1 , wherein the program code

is further executable by the processor to identify the local waypoint in another

image and render another visual direction to a target way point.

14. The waypoint navigator system of claim 12, wherein the program code

is further executable by the processor to dynamically determine at least one

waypoint of interest en-route to a target waypoint based on user preferences.

15. The waypoint navigator system of claim 12, wherein the program code

is further executable by the processor to display at least one route option.
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